('They believe it should be taken as praise rather than criticism, if they have sometimes been met with allegations of too much mildness in their critiques. Genuine criticism is far removed from all personal considerations and is only based on love for the cause and the arts, from which mildness and consideration are inseparable'.) DW no. 26 (29 June 1816), p.201. may succeed in bringing some life into it, since I am neither a professor nor a doctor, provided heaven gives me a lot of good humor and breath!) 3
Hoffmann's poor opinion of the new journal and his rather malicious barb against Professor Levezow and Doctor Horn, who wrote many of the articles themselves, clearly indicated that their efforts left much to be desired with regard to artistic insight and creativity. Hoffmann's reviews for the journal, which ceased publication after 28 June 1817, can be divided into two groups: the first appearing in 1815, the second in 1816, followed by his final contribution of 1817, entitled Die Kunstverwandten (The Ones Related through Art), a lengthy satire on the problems of staging an opera, and theatrical issues in general.
Reviews of 1815
Hoffmann took up his task seriously and reviewed five out of the ten operatic productions staged during September 1815. As the subjects of his reviews, he selected two German works, (Winter's Opferfest and B. A. Weber's Sulmalle), two Italian operas (Paer's Camilla and Mozart's Don Giovanni), and one French work (Sacchini's OEdipe à Colonne). Since only one of these five reviews has been translated into English, each will be briefly discussed here. 4 Considering these reviews in light of the cultural and political developments in Berlin and its theater reveals that they are more than simply routine reviews of random performances at the Prussian capital's theater. 5 Hoffmann's careful selection of German, Italian, and French works indicates his interest in various opera traditions, but more importantly, the way he formulated his critiques and the aspects he commented on also reveal both his awareness of his reviews' political and personal implications and a conscious agenda for the future of opera, particularly in Berlin. 
